8.30 CHECK IN DAY 2  

09:00 OUTCOMES FROM THE BREAKOUT SESSIONS  

Reports by Facilitators and discussion with the audience

10.30 COFFEE BREAK

11.00 ROSEWOOD PROJECT: DISCUSSION ON GENERAL AND POLICY ORIENTED FINDINGS  

Moderator: ANTONY SALDINO  

ROSEWOOD Network: Introduction (general project presentation)  

ROSEWOOD Roadmaps for Targeted Transfer of Best Practices and Innovations in the European Forestry and wood sector:  
- Presentation of roadmapping methodology + demonstration of Map Viewer  
- Facet presentation of regional roadmaps by the ROSEWOOD Hub  
- Managers: Marija Laajanen (North Europe Hub), Ivan Ambros (East Europe Hub), Riccardo Castellini (South Europe Hub), Christoph Jost and Lajos Rudolphi (Central Europe Hub)  
- Plenary discussion with Q&A

11:45 LUNCH BREAK

12:00 CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

13.15 LUNCH BREAK

HENRY O’DONNELL - Forests & Climate Foundation  

Supporting Wood and Biomass Mobilization  

Facilitator: MARTIN ZIEGLAR - ROSEWOOD H2020 Project  

Local charcoal as strategic tool for bioenergy in “Vicenza-Piccole Dolomiti” area - MARIAN GROZDAN, LANDES Group  

Forest LiDARs: Updating and enhancing of forest data in La Rioja region using remote sensing technologies: LGAR and satellite data - DAVID GARCIA CASTILLO, ARRESTA

b. Supporting the Provision of Ecosystem Services  

Facilitator: DAVID PETTINELLA - SINCERE H2020 Project  

Innovation Uplands European Innovation Partnership Project - HENRY O’DONNELL, Inshomaran Uplands EIP  

Landscape ecological planning as a tool for maintaining ecosystem services in forestry - KAIO MAIKI, KORNOKEN, METSÀHALLitus

15:30 COFFEE BREAK

16.00 BREAK-OUT SESSION 2 - PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION ON:  

Managing Impacts related to Climate Change  

Facilitator: MAURIZIO CUCCHI - RESILIENT FORESTs LIFE Project  

- 4 themes and 4 business cases for Forest Food in standard forestry areas - MAWARA KADHIM and FRANK COURTEN  
- Production and use of “kilometer zero” substrates for nurseries - RAPHAEL CLERGET, RITA

d. Improving Sustainable Forest Management Approaches and Tools  

Facilitator: TON VENTRE, Mediterranean-Forest Model Network  

Management of a uniform support system of wood flow management for more efficient reforestation in Latvia - JANE MAGAZNIEKS, Management of Latvian timber measurement and accounting  

GO SPNA - Precision Silviculture in Nouvelle Aquitaine - MICHAEL CHARTIER, BENJAMIN CHAPPELL and HENRI HUGUES, CNPF

17:30 END OF DAY 1 FOLLOWED BY A NETWORKING RECEPTION

ROSEWOOD 4.0 PROJECT  

KICK OFF AND SOCIAL EVENT  

From 14.15 until 18.00 on 10th January  

The kick off meeting of Rosewood 4.0 project is organized at the same venue. In the afternoon of 17th January there is a guided visit offered by CESEFOR. 

If you are interested in receiving more info and register, please contact Mr. Riccardo Castellini (riccardo.castellini@cesefor.com)  


The workshop is moderated by Harald Maurer, European Forest Institute  

The working languages for the parallel sessions are English, Italian, French and Spanish  

The working language for the Plenary sessions is English  

For more information and registration: https://rosewood-network.eu/final-conference/